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Abstract Based on dynamic analysis of rolling bearings, the nonlinear dynamic differential equa-

tions of a cylindrical roller bearing with a trilobe-raceway were established and solved by the

GSTIFF (gear stiff) integer algorithm with a variable step. The influences of structural parameters

and the tolerance of the trilobe-raceway, working conditions of the bearing, and the outer ring

installation method on cage slip characteristics were investigated. The results show that: (i) The cage

slip ratio and bearing rating life of a cylindrical roller bearing with a trilobe-raceway would reduce

when the low-radius (radius of the outer raceway contour at the lowest point) and D-value (differ-

ence value between the high and low points of the outer raceway contour) decrease, and the former

(low-radius) contributes more significantly. (ii) The cage slip ratio of a cylindrical roller bearing

with a trilobe-raceway rises with the increase of the bearing speed, and decreases with the increase

of the radial force; the variation range increases with the increase of the low-radius. (iii) When the

installation angle of the outer ring increases in a period, the cage slip ratio remains unchanged while

the bearing rating life rises up a little. Therefore, when installing a cylindrical roller bearing with a

trilobe-raceway, the location of the maximum radius shall be under that of the radial force to

improve the bearing rating life. (iv) With the increase of the roundness of the base circle where

the radius of the lowest points of the trilobe-raceway contour locates, the cage slip ratio rises grad-

ually and the bearing rating life decreases.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

23

241. Introduction

25For high-speed cylindrical roller bearings in the application of
26aircraft engines, cage slip always happens due to high-speed
27and light-load conditions, and serious cage slip will lead to
28early failure of such bearings, which has a profound effect
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29 on the aircraft safety. One of the effective solutions to this
30 light–load slip problem is to make the outer raceway of a cylin-
31 drical roller bearing to be a trilobe-raceway.1 There are three
32 man-made preload locations circumferentially equally-spaced
33 on the outer ring raceway of a cylindrical bearing to increase
34 preload onto more rollers, decrease the rotational speed differ-
35 ence at different positions, reduce bearing skidding, and
36 improve its service life.
37 The skidding problem of bearings at high speed with insuf-
38 ficient load has always been a hot concern by scholars both at
39 home and abroad. Harris2 developed a skid prediction model
40 for a high-speed roller bearing by means of a quasi static ana-
41 lytical method, and investigated the effects of bearing load,
42 rotating speed, and number of rolling elements on bearing
43 skidding. Poplawski3 established a quasi dynamics analysis
44 model for a high-speed roller bearing taking into consideration
45 the guide surface between the cage and rings as well as the fric-
46 tion between the rolling element and the cage pocket, and ana-
47 lyzed the cage and roller slip as well as the film thickness and
48 forces in the cage. Cavallaro and Nelias4 presented an analyt-
49 ical model for high-speed cylindrical roller bearings with flex-
50 ible rings, and investigated the relationship between ring
51 deformation and bearing load distribution as well as roller slip-
52 ping speed and load distribution. Takafumi et al.5 proposed a
53 theoretical model for cage slip of cylindrical roller bearings
54 with the consideration of non-Newtonian fluid properties
55 and temperature rise of lube oil, and analyzed the cage slip
56 ratio under different speeds and loads. Arthanari and Marap-
57 pan6 experimentally analyzed the effects of rotating speed,
58 radial load, and the number of rollers on cage slip of a cylin-
59 drical roller bearing. Takabi and Khonsari7 built a dynamic
60 model of a high-speed cylindrical roller bearing, and investi-
61 gated the influence of different traction models on the sliding
62 velocities and cage wear rate between rollers and races. Chi-
63 nese scholars also did lots of research on bearing skidding.
64 Li and Wu8 established a dynamic analytical model for high-
65 speed cylindrical roller bearings, and dynamically simulated
66 the roller skew, axial movement, roller and cage slip character-
67 istics, etc. Hu et al.9,10 established a quasi static calculation
68 model for inter-shaft cylindrical roller bearings, and analyzed
69 the relationship between the roller slip ratio and radial load
70 when bearing rings are under different working conditions.
71 Tu and Shao11 considered the acceleration phase of roller bear-
72 ings, and presented an analytical model to study bearings’
73 skidding characteristics under different forces and inner ring
74 rotational accelerations. Chen et al.12 developed a bearing
75 dynamic model under a whirling condition taking into consid-
76 eration the bearing skidding of a high-speed rolling bearing
77 under the whirling condition, and analyzed the effects of var-
78 ious outer loadings, whirling frequencies, and whirling radii
79 on the bearing skidding. Deng et al.13 established a dynamic
80 differential equation for a high-speed cylindrical roller bearing,
81 and analyzed the effects of the clearance ratio of the cage,
82 guiding type, etc. on the cage slip ratio and centroid trajectory.
83 All the studies mentioned above have been focused on the per-
84 formance analysis of cylindrical roller bearings under high-
85 speed and light-load conditions, whereas studies on a cylindri-
86 cal roller bearing with a trilobe-raceway have been focused on
87 its raceway process technology,1,14,15 and little research has
88 been done on the theoretical research of the dynamics of a
89 cylindrical roller bearing with a trilobe-raceway.

90Therefore, this paper analyzes the dynamics of a cylindrical
91roller bearing with a trilobe-raceway based on the dynamic
92analysis of the roller bearing, establishes nonlinear dynamics
93differential equations for a cylindrical roller bearing with a
94trilobe-raceway, and then adopts the GSTIFF (gear stiff) inte-
95ger algorithm with a variable step to solve these equations. The
96focus of this paper is to study the influences of structural
97parameters of the raceway and parameters of working condi-
98tions as well as the relationship between the outer ring instal-
99lation method and cage slip. The present paper provides some
100theoretical basis for the structure design of a cylindrical roller
101bearing with a trilobe-raceway.

1022. Calculation model of the trilobe-raceway

103An outer ring with a trilobe-raceway can be obtained by a pre-
104deformation machining method,1 and the principle of the
105method is shown in Fig. 1.
106As shown in Fig. 1(a), a uniformly-distributed load F is
107applied to the 1/3 symmetrical outer surface of the roughcast
108of the bearing ring along the circumferential direction, which
109leads to an elastic pre-deformation shown in Fig. 1(b). Keep
110the applied load constant while grinding the raceway to its the-
111oretical base circle dimension as shown in Fig. 1(c), and the
112required trilobe-raceway contour can be obtained as a result
113of the deformation resilience after releasing the load, as shown
114in Fig. 1(d). The radius of the trilobe-raceway at different azi-
115muth angles after machining can be expressed as:

116

ReðuÞ ¼ Regm � RegðuÞ þ Reo ð1Þ 118118

119where Reo is the original radius before machining; RegðuÞ is the
120radius of the raceway at different azimuth angles u after the
121elastic deformation of the outer ring is generated because of

122the applied force; Regm is the grinding radius, i.e., the theoret-
123ical base circle radius.

Fig. 1 Sketch map of the pre-deformation machining principle.
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